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New York, USA: Enago Academy, a leading knowledge-sharing platform for
researchers across the globe, announces the launch of its app to facilitate faster
information dissemination on scholarly publishing. The Enago Academy app is the first
of its kind in the field of academic and scholarly communication. This all-mobile
experience offers users easy access to curated knowledge articles, research tips,
writing resources, infographics, and expert interviews. It is available for iPhone and
Android devices through Apple App Store and Google Play Store, for free. You can also
download the app here: www.enago.com/app

Sharad Mittal, CEO, Enago, said, “Innovation is at the core of our organization’s
foundation. We identified that a lot of our readers were using their phones to read our
knowledge articles and wanted to save them for a later read. The Enago Academy app
caters to all these readers. We are proud to be the first ones to launch a knowledge
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dissemination app in our industry. Tools such as this app are bound to serve as a high-
quality resource for the broader scientific community and take them several steps closer
to successful publication. And this will remain our primary motivation to constantly
innovate and create more such applications and utilities for the scholarly community.”

Anupama Kapadia, Editor-in-Chief, Enago Academy, added, “At Enago Academy, we
work dedicatedly to provide the research community with innovative tools to enable
widespread dissemination of knowledge related to academic publishing, and we are
delighted to launch this app to support researchers across the globe. We plan to add
several updates and new features in the coming days and would be happy to receive
suggestions and feedback from our users. With our wide presence in China, Japan, and
Korea, we also plan to launch this app in languages other than English, primarily in
Japanese, Chinese, and Korean, specifically to help them with important areas like
publication ethics and open access.”

The app offers an innovative social experience: interact, share, and grow with peers. It
also offers access to content offline. Users can bookmark their favorite articles to read at
a later time. Users can also set push notifications to get instant access to any new
content published on Enago Academy.
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